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It’s finally summer. Days are longer, which means patios are open later 
so you can enjoy time with friends and family. Columbia’s breweries 
— Logboat Brewing Company, Flat Branch Pub & Brewing, Bur Oak 
Brewing Company, Rock Bridge Brewing Company and Broadway 
Brewery — feature seasonal beers to fit the occasion. So relax, and let us 
help you find a delicious brew to try this season.

THE SCENE

Three cheers for five 
local beers 

ROCK BRIDGE BLOOD SPREE 
Brewed in a tank filled 
with blood oranges, 
the Blood Spree is a 
refreshing citrus beer 
great for sitting in the 
shade or indoors with 
the air conditioning on 
full blast. It has a blood 
orange and grapefruit 
aroma and a tart orange 
taste. Rock Bridge 
Brewery recommends it 
with fatty grilled dishes 
such as ribs or anything 
else barbecued.

BUR OAK LILY ALE
This fruit beer’s aromas 
of orange, raspberry and 
lavender were developed 
by Make Scents. The Lily 
Ale is recommended 
for those who prefer 
wine or lighter beers. 
The composition of this 
beer also pairs well with 
delicate, light dishes such 
as salad or shrimp-based 
meals and would even 
complement the tartness 
of a dense cheesecake. 

FLAT BRANCH VANILLA BEAN ALE 
The Vanilla Bean Ale is 
reminiscent of a Vanilla 
Coke, and it’s easy to 
drink. The ale is crisp, 
light and made with 
four pounds of whole 
vanilla beans, so every 
sip is accompanied by 
the aroma. Brewer Larry 
Goodwin says it pairs 
well with anything, 
including spicy foods and 
salads. Take it up a notch 
with a scoop of ice cream 
for a hard float.

LOGBOAT BOBBER LAGER 
Kick back, and sip on 
this crisp, refreshing 
beer that has an 
aroma of fresh sweet 
bread. This delicious 
American craft lager 
is unimposing to all 
palates. The Bobber 
Lager goes hand in 
hand with backyard 
barbecues, float trips 
and rounds of golf. 
Even Darth Vader is a 
fan of this brew. 
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Indulge in these creations before they’re gone 
for the summer    BY CLAIRE LARDIZABAL
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BROADWAY BREWERY 
BACKYARD BBQPA 

Get the grill going, and 
grab a BBQPA. Brewers 
combine cherrywood 
with beechwood malts 
to make this smooth 
amber ale. The BBQPA 
pairs with barbecue 
(obviously), as well as 
macaroni and cheese, 
coleslaw and baked 
beans. It’s the perfect 
beer for any backyard 
soirée.


